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S1. Temperature and water vapor kernels

10

Any interpretation of radiative decomposition of precipitation changes using the radiative kernel

11

method depends on the applied kernel. The temperature kernel used in this study (Figure S1,

12

left column) compares well with the one in Previdi (2010, Figure 1) in terms of magnitude and

13

structure. However, differences are found in the longwave water vapor kernel (Previdi (2010,

14

Figure 2) vs. Figure S1, middle column). In Previdi (2010), the longwave cooling due to water

15

vapor increases from a 1 K warming at constant relative humidity is of similar magnitude in the

16

lower troposphere as the longwave warming in the middle and upper troposphere. In the water

17

vapor kernel used here, the lower-tropospheric cooling is larger than the warming by more than

18

a factor of three. Here, the longwave (LW) component of hWV enhances precipitation increase

19

(hWV, LW =

20

vapor in the lower troposphere are weighted more strongly and thus dominate the sign of the

21

vertically integrated hWV, LW contrary to Previdi (2010) who finds hWV, LW = 0.29 W m

22

The values of the shortwave (SW) component of hWV (hWV, SW = 0.87 ± 0.07 W m

23

and 0.98 W m

24

S2. Testing for influences on the adjustment residual

25

a. Non-linearity of DRx with DTs

0.66 ± 0.07 W m

2K 1

2 K 1 ).

The negative sign might arise because changes in water

2 K 1.

2K 1

here

in Previdi (2010)) are commensurate.

26

The employed regression method assumes linear changes of DRx with D Ts . The evolution of

27

DRx with D Ts is quasi-linear for most of the models and for all x besides DRLR and DRWV (not

28

shown). The strongest non-linear behavior is found for the GFDL models in the lapse-rate and wa-

29

ter vapor response, where the slope changes at approximately D Ts = 2.5 K (or after approximately

30

5 years). This issue extends to the estimates of the h decomposition. Nevertheless, the adjustment
2
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31

estimates are affected more strongly than the h decomposition as it relies on a good estimate of

32

the slope during the beginning years of an abrupt forcing experiment; the estimate of the hydro-

33

logical sensitivity parameter, however, is dominated by the weight of the remaining years. In fact,

34

the GFDL models yield the lowest estimates of the lapse-rate adjustment (not shown) and thus

35

represent the models with the greatest residual. The median of the adjustment residual does not

36

strongly reduce when Ax are calculated from the regression over the first 10 years (2.29 W m

2

37

vs. 2.50 W m 2 ). Even when excluding the GFDL models from the decomposition, the residual

38

remains at 1.95 W m

39

b. Internal variability

2 K 1.

The non-linearity does not appear to explain the offset of the residual.

40

To test whether the residual in the adjustment radiative decomposition arises because the regres-

41

sion method does not account for internal variability, we estimate the adjustment of the radiative

42

atmospheric heat budget from CMIP5 fixed SST experiments, where sea surface temperatures

43

are held fixed for a subset of piControl years (sstClim), and CO2 concentrations are quadrupled

44

(sstClim4xCO2). The change of the equilibrium mean radiative atmospheric fluxes gives the fast

45

adjustment of precipitation (Hansen et al. 2005; Bala et al. 2010), which is then decomposed as de-

46

scribed in Section 5a. Among other difficulties, this method features the disadvantage, that global

47

mean D Ts 6= 0 due to land surface warming (Sherwood et al. 2015). We account for this additional

48

warming by comparing the adjustments of the regression and fixed SST methods at the global mean

49

D Ts found for the given model from the fixed SST experiment. The comparison is performed for

50

the intersection of 12 available fixed SST and abrupt4xCO2 models (BNU-ESM is excluded as it

51

provides an unreasonably low global mean longwave surface emittance of 271.35 W m

52

a mean surface temperature of 286.95 K).
3
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53

Although the comparison of methods points out some differences for the decomposed adjust-

54

ment, the offset in the residual is only slightly reduced (Figure S2). Differences in the surface

55

albedo, Planck and water vapor adjustment will not appreciably modify the residual, because their

56

values are small compared to the residual. The CO2 +Stratospheric temperature, cloud and sensible

57

heat flux adjustment agree well among both methods. The lapse-rate adjustment is less negative in

58

the fixed SST method, probably due to different land temperature changes in the fixed SST exper-

59

iment. The less negative lapse-rate adjustment in the fixed SST method leads to a greater Âx DRx ,

60

and with that, contributes to the slightly reduced offset in the residual (medians of fixed SST and

61

regression method are 1.27 W m

62

though, whether the different lapse-rate adjustment estimate is an indication that the regression

63

method overestimates fast lapse-rate changes, or whether the actual fast lapse-rate changes are

64

underestimated because the coupling between SST and the atmosphere is disabled in the sstClim

65

experiments.
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Comparison of adjustment estimates with two calculation methods: regression method for
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